The relay broadcast channel (RBC) is considered, in which a transmitter communicates with two receivers with the assistance of a relay. Based on different degradation orders among the relay and the receivers' outputs, three types of physically degraded RBCs (PDRBCs) are introduced. Inner and outer bounds are derived on the capacity region of the presented three types. The bounds are tight for two types of PDRBCs: 1) one receiver's output is a degraded form of the other receiver's output, and the relay's output is a degraded form of the weaker receiver's output; 2) one receiver's output is a degraded form of the relay's output, and the other receiver's output is a degraded form of the relay's output. For the Gaussian PDRBC, the bounds match for all three types.
I. INTRODUCTION
The relay channel [1] describes a 3-node communication channel where the transmitter communicates a message to the receiver with the assistance of a relay. The capacity of relay channel has been studied in [2] by Cover and El Gamal, who developed two fundamental relay strategies: compress-forward and decode-forward. It shows that when the relay's output is a degraded form of receiver's output, letting relay send a constant symbol achieves the channel capacity; when the receiver's output is a degraded form of relay's output, decodeforward strategy achieves the channel capacity. The capacity of general relay channel, unfortunately, has not yet been found.
In the relay channel, if the relay node wants to decode a private message sent by the transmitter, then it turns to be partially cooperative relay broadcast channels (RBCs) [3] , [4] . The capacity region of partially cooperative RBC with degraded message sets, in which the transmitter has a common message for both destinations and a private message for the relay, is established in [4] . The fully cooperative RBC [3] is a more general model where both destinations can simultaneously serve as relay and receiver. The fully and cooperatively cooperative RBCs with feedback were studied in [3] , [5] .
Another RBC model, called the dedicated RBC model was considered in [6] , [7] , where a relay node assists the cooperation in two-receiver broadcast channel. The capacity region of the dedicated RBC is generally unknown, even for the physically degraded case. In [8] , the dedicated Gaussian RBC is studied and capacity region is established when one receiver's output is a degraded form of the other receiver's output, and the stronger receiver's output is a degraded form of the relay's output.
In this paper, we consider the 4-node dedicated physically degraded RBC (PDRBC). Based on different degradation orders among the relay and the receivers' outputs, three types of PDRBCs (Type I, II and III) are defined. Inner and outer bounds on the corresponding capacity regions are derived. For Type-I PDRBC, the proposed inner bound has same form as the outer bound, but the maximum is taken over different probability distributions. When the channel is Gaussian, our bounds coincide with the capacity region proposed in [8] , which shows the tightness of our bounds for some nontrivial case. For the remaining two types of PDRBCs, our bounds are tight, i.e., establish their capacity regions.
Note that although the results are based on the existing tools, the capacity theorem is not obvious without going through the proof. Also this is the first work to deal with general degraded RBC, where new bounds are proposed that recover previously known capacity results, and establish the capacity regions of new types of PDRBCs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System model is introduced in Section II. In Section III, we state our main capacity results for PDRBC. The achievabilities of Theorem 1 and 2 are presented in Section IV. The capacity region of Gaussian PDRBC is derived in Section V.
Notation: We use capital letters to denote random variables and small letters for their realizations, e.g. X and x. Define a function C(x) := 1 2 log 2 (1 + x). For nonnegative integers k, j, let X j k := (X k,1 , . . . , X k,j ). Given a distribution p A over some alphabet A, a positive real number > 0, and a positive integer n, T (n) (p A ) is the typical set in [9] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a 4-node discrete memoryless relay broadcast channel (DM-RBC) in which there is one transmitter, two receivers and one relay that helps the transmitter communicate with the receivers, as depicted in Fig. 1 . This channel consists of five finite alphabets (X , X 3 , Y 1 , Y 2 , Y 3 ) and a collection of probability mass function (pmf) p(y 1 , y 2 , y 3 |x,
Here x ∈ X is the input to the transmitter, x 3 ∈ X 3 is the input to the relay, y 3 ∈ Y 3 is the relay's output, and y k ∈ Y k is receiver k's output, for k ∈ {1, 2}. The transmitter wishes to communicate a message M k ∈ [1 : 2 nR k ] to receiver k, for k ∈ {1, 2}, with the assistance of a relay, where n denotes block length of transmission. A (2 nR1 , 2 nR2 , n) code for this channel has
• two decoders that estimateM 1 andM 2 based on Y n 1 and Y n 2 , respectively. Suppose M k is uniformly distributed over the message set M k . A rate region (R 1 , R 2 ) is called achievable if for every blocklength n, there exists a (2 nR1 , 2 nR2 , n) code such that the average probability of error
tends to 0 as n tends to infinity. The capacity region C is the closure of the set of all achievable rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ).
In this paper, we mainly focus on the PDRBC. Let C PD denote the capacity region of the PDRBC. Without loss of generality, assume Y 2 is a random degradation of Y 1 . According to the degradation order among Y 1 , Y 2 and Y 3 , we define three types of PDRBC described as below.
• Type-I PDRBC:
In [8] , Bhaskaran studied Type-I PDRBC and showed that its capacity region depends only on the marginal distributions p(y 1 |x 3 , y 3 ) and p(y 2 |x 3 , y 3 ), and the capacity region of Type-I PDRBC is the same as that of stochastically degraded case. Unfortunately, it's unclear whether this statement still holds for Type-II and Type-III stochastically degraded RBCs.
A. Gaussian PDRBC
Consider the Gaussian RBC, which can be described as
where Z i is Gaussian noise component with zero mean and variance σ 2 i . Assume average transmission power constraint P on the transmitter, and P r on the relay.
Similar to the discrete memoryless case, Gaussian PDRBC can be divided into three types according to the degradation order among the outputs observed at the relay and receivers:
Markov chain, which is equivalent to
III. CAPACITY RESULTS FOR DM-PDRBC
This section presents our main results. Theorem 1. For Type-I PDRBC, the inner bound on the capacity region consists of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
The outer bound on the capacity region has same rate constraints as (1), but under the pmf p(u, v)p(x 3 |u)p(x|u, x 3 ).
Proof. See the achievability in Section IV-A. The proof of the outer bound is omitted, see [10, Sec. V-A].
Theorem 2. For Type-II PDRBC, the capacity region is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
for some pmf p(u, x 3 )p(x|u).
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Proof. See the achievability in Section IV-B. The converse is omitted, see [10, Sec. V-B].
Theorem 3. For Type-III PDRBC, the capacity region is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
for some value x 3 ∈ X 3 and pmf p(u, x).
Proof. In the achievability, let the relay send a constant value x 3 , and the transmitter use the traditional superposition coding to send the source messages, i.e., the weak receiver's message stored in a cloud center codeword u n is decoded by both receivers, and the strong receiver's message conveyed through a satellite codeword x n is only decoded by the strong receivers. The converse is omitted, see [10, Sec. V-C].
Theorem 4. For the Type-I Gaussian PDRBC, the inner bound of Theorem 1 is tight and the capacity region is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
where 0 ≤ α, β, θ, θ r ≤ 1.
For the Type-II Gaussian PDRBC, the capacity region is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
where 0 ≤ ρ 1 , ρ 2 , α, β ≤ 1 and β ≥ α.
For the Type-III Gaussian PDRBC, the capacity region is the set of rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) such that
Proof. See Section V. 
IV. CODING SCHEMES FOR DM-PDRBC

A. Inner bound for Type-I PDRBC
, randomly and independently generate 2 nR 1 sequences 
B. Inner bound for Type-II PDRBC
The coding scheme is based on superposition block-Markov coding and decode-forward strategy. We outline the scheme and refer to [10, Sec. IV-B] for details. Fix the pmf p(x 3 )p(u|x 3 )p(x|u). In each block b ∈ [1 : B + 1], the relay uses decode-forward to decode the weak receiver's message and sends the input x n 3,b containing the decoded message. The transmitter sends the weak receiver's message in a cloud center codeword u n b , and the strong receiver's message in a satellite codeword x n 1,b . Since the transmitter knows the relay's input, we impose u n b on the relay's input x n 3,b . The weak receiver uses backward decoding to decode its private message stored in codewords u n b and x n 3,b . The strong receiver decodes both receiver's messages stored in codewords u n b , x n 3,b , and x n b . V. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 A rigorous proof that our results in Theorem 1, 2 and 3 hold also for the Gaussian PDRBC is omitted for brevity. In the following subsections, we will first prove the achievability of rate region (4), (5) and (6), and then show that these rate regions are optimal.
A. Capacity region on Type-I Gaussian PDRBC
From the inner bound of Theorem 1, we obtain a potentially smaller inner bound: N (0,βθP ) , and W 2 ∼ N (0,ᾱθP ), are auxiliary random variables, independent of each other, with ρ 2 = αθP /θ r P r , ρ 1 + ρ 2 = βθP /θ r P r for 0 ≤ α, β, θ, θ r ≤ 1. Here U carries the weak receiver's message and part of the strong receiver's message. V represents the dependence between inputs at the transmitter and the relay.
With the choice above, we have E[X 2 3 ] = P r and E[X 2 ] = (ρ 1 + ρ 2 ) 2θ r P r +βθP +ᾱθP + ρ 2 2 θ r P r = P, which satisfy the average power constraints. Also,
Thus, the inner bound of Theorem 1 for the Gaussian case consists of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying
with 0 ≤ α, β, θ, θ r ≤ 1.
Denote the inner bound in (8) as C inner,Pro , and compare it with Bhaskaran's inner bound C inner,Bha in [8, Theorem 2] , we find that both inner bounds have same rate expression, except that C inner,Bha has an additional rate constraint R 2 ≤ C βθ P σ 2 . Thus, we have C inner,Bha ⊆ C inner,Pro .
In [8] it shows that C inner,Bha is equivalent to
which matches the outer bound of the capacity region for Type-I Gaussian PDRBC, i.e., C inner,Bha = C PD . Thus, we conclude that C inner,Pro is tight for Type-I Gaussian PDRBC.
B. Capacity region on Type-II Gaussian PDRBC
1) Proof of the Achievability
With the choice above, we have E[X 2 3 ] = P r , E[X 2 ] = P and obtain rate regions as shown in (5) .
2) Proof of the Converse Consider
Similarly, since
Thus,
.
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Next consider
By (10) and the conditional EPI in [9] , we have
Now consider
Combining (10) with (11), we obtain 2πe(αP + σ 2 3 ) ≥ 2 2h(Y1|U,X3) + 2πe(σ 2 3 − σ 2 1 ). Thus, h(Y 1 |U, X 3 ) ≤ 1 2 log 2πe(αP + σ 2 1 ) , which implies
This completes the proof of the converse.
C. Capacity region on Type-III Gaussian PDRBC 1) Proof of the Achievability Shut down the relay, and let X = U + V where U ∼ N (0,ᾱP ) and V ∼ N (0, αP ) are independent. With this choice, it is easy to obtain the rate region in (6). 2) Proof of the Converse Consider Combining (12) and (13), we have 2πe(αP + σ 2 2 ) ≥ 2 2h(Y1|U,X3) + 2πe(σ 2 2 − σ 2 1 ), which implies h(Y 1 |U, X 3 ) ≤ 1 2 log 2πe(αP + σ 2 1 ) , and hence R 1 ≤ I(X; Y 1 |U, X 3 ) ≤ C αP /σ 2 1 . This completes the proof of the converse.
VI. CONCLUSION
Based on different degradation orders among the relay and the receivers' observed signals, we introduce three types of physically degraded RBCs. Theorem 1 presents an inner bound and outer bound on the capacity region when one receiver's output is a degraded form of the other receiver's output, and the stronger receiver's output is a degraded form of the relay's output. The bounds coincide in the rate constraints but under different probability mass functions. Theorem 2 and 3 establish capacity regions for the PDRBC when one receiver's output is a degraded form of the other receiver's output, and the relay's output is a degraded form of either the stronger or weaker receiver's output. Theorem 4 establishes capacity regions for the Gaussian PDRBCs.
